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Season 2, Episode 16
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Episode 49



Yamaç Koçovalı will struggle for his life after being seriously injured with the bullet impacts. After their losses the Koçovalı’s will be challenged with Yamaç’s injury. İdris will face the fear of losing another son. The Koçovalı brothers have taken action and they will struggle to find the traitor at any cost. After being forced to leave The Pit Çeto and Mahsun will account the ones who did this to them. Cumali and Emmi will return to The Pit but the neighborhood will be totally different from the way they remember it. The tension between Vartolu and Cumali will grow. Who shot Yamaç? Will The Pit be able to recover? We’ll curiously wait to learn the answers.
Quest roles:
Şenay Gürler(Meliha Sancaklı), Gökşen Ateş(Yıldız), Halil Babür(Veysel), Yiğit Yalkın(Ahmet), Ahmet Şenkaya(Ferhat)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 January 2019, 00:00
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